
A COMMUTATIVE LOCAL RING WITH FINITE GLOBAL
DIMENSION AND ZERO DIVISORS

BY

B. L. OSOFSKYC)

It is well known that a commutative, local, noetherian ring (with 1) of finite

global dimension must be a domain (indeed a regular local ring). For commutative

local rings which are coherent or have linearly ordered ideals, finite global di-

mension also implies no proper zero divisors (see [6] and [7]). In this note we show

that these results cannot be generalized to arbitrary commutative local rings. An

example is given of a ring with global dimension 3 possessing a localization which

is not a domain. This ring also has weak global dimension 2, these dimensions

being the smallest possible in local rings with zero divisors. Some results on homo-

logical dimension of ideals generated by two elements in C(R), the ring of all

continuous real-valued functions on the reals R, are also included.

1. Global dimension 3. Let F be the subring of C(R) consisting of piecewise

sums of odd roots of polynomials and quotients thereof. That is,/e F if and only

if:

(i) / is a continuous function from F to F and

(ii) there exists {x, | 1 ̂ /^«} with —oo=x1<x2<..<xn=+oo such that/re-

stricted to (Xi, xt+i) is of the form 2T=i/,i(->01/fc,/2" = iîi'(*)1/,,'> where p¡ and

qv eR[X] and kt and/ are positive odd integers.

The following properties of elements of F are used to calculate its global di-

mension.

(a) fe R =>/_1[F—{0}] is a finite disjoint union of open intervals.

Proof. 2r=i/,i(^)1"c'/2" = i <Iv(z)Vii' is an algebraic function, that is, it is analytic

on the complex sphere except for a finite number of points {ak} where it is analytic

or has a pole as a function in (z — ak)in (or z~in) for some /. Hence it is either

identically zero or has only a finite number of zeros.

(b) If/ g e R and fe gC(R), then fe gR. (We will say that//g is continuous if

this occurs.)

(c) For any y e R, there is a nontrivial interval [y, u] (respectively [v, y]) on

which/is of the form (x- y)nlkp(x) (respectively (x-y)mlip'{x)) where p (resp./»') is
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analytic in (x—y)llk (resp. (x—y)1"') aty, andp(y)^0 or p=0 (p'(y)¥=0 or p'=0).

Set

orf(y) = n\k   if/»(x)^0,

= co     if p(x) =. 0.

olf(y) = mlJ   i£p'(x)*0,

= oo     if p'(x) = 0.

°rf(y) (oj(y)) is called the right (left) order off at y.

(d) co^orf(y)-¿org(y) olimx^y+ g(x)/f(x) exists, and a symmetrical statement

holds for o,.

(e) or(fg(y)) = orf(y) + oTg(y). oT(f+ g)(y) ^ min {orf(y), org(y)}, and equality

holds except when lim*_v+ /(x)/g(x)= -1.

Symmetrical statements hold for o,.

Let / be an ideal of F. Set

A = {x e R | f(x) = 0 for all/e /}

F = {x e A | there exists an/e / such that or/(x) and o,/(x) < oo, and for all

gel, g\f is continuous in a neighborhood of x}.

Clearly A is closed and B is contained in an open set disjoint from A — B, so

A — B is closed. Let D = R—(A-B). Then F is open, so D = \J (uit v¡) where

{(«(, Vi)} is at most a countable family of disjoint open intervals.

Let xi denote the characteristic function of (uu zj¡).

If/ is a function defined on some closed interval [y, z] which agrees with an

element of F there, let/# denote the element of F which is constant on (—oo, y] and

[z, oo) and equal to /on [y, z].

Lemma 1. /=0x¡/.

Proof. Since {w¡} u {v{}^A, x¡/e F for all/e /. We first show that x¡/e /.

If iz¡= —oo, setf'=f.

If f=0 on [j>, z] where ute[y,z], set /z(x) = (x—y)¡(z—y) on [y, z]. Then/'

=/«# e/, and/' is zero on (—oo, ut] and agrees with/on [ut, co).

If neither of the above cases holds, since ute A — B, there is a g e I such that g If

is not continuous at w¡. By (d),f/g is continuous on a closed neighborhood [z', zy¡] or

[w(, z]. Then f-g(flg)# is zero on an interval to the left (right) of w¡ and has the

same right (left) order as/by (e). Multiply by a function «# which equals

fl(f-g(flg)#)

on the right (left) of z/¡, and is linear to zero on the zero interval off— g(f¡g)#. Then

k=[f—g(flg)#]h# e / and k (or f— k) is zero on a neighborhood to the left of uh

and equals/on some neighborhood [uh z]. Multiplying by an appropriate function

as in the preceding case, we may obtain a function f el which agrees with/on

[w,, z] and is zero on ( — oo, ut].
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Similarly, we may find an /" e 7 which is zero on [vt, oo) and agrees with / on

some [y, v{] where y > z.

Let [a, b]<={Ui, z], [c, d]<=- [ v, vt) be nontrivial intervals where/is either never zero

or identically zero. Letg# = 1 on (-co, a], 0 at b, and linear on [a, b]. Let h# be 1 on

[d, oo), 0 at c, and linear on [c, d\. Set A:=y,/-/'g#-/"«#. Then A:=0 on (-oo, a]

u [d, oo). Let m*sl on [b, c] and kj/(or linear to zero if/=0) on [a, b] and [c, d].

Then k-/m# = 0, so y,/=/F#+/"«#+/«¡# e I.

By (a), there are only a finite number of i such that y^/VO for /el. Hence

7= 2 Vf^- Since {(«,, i;f)} are disjoint, the sum is direct.

To calculate the homological dimension of I, hd (T), we need only calculate that

of each xJ- Hence we will assume that I—xJ, that is, A^( — oo, u] u [v, oo) and

A n (u,v) = B.

For each x e B, let A* be an open interval containing x and /x a function in 7

such that gj/x is continuous on Nx for all g e I. Since/; has an isolated zero at x,

the same Nx will work for all g.

For each y e (u, v)-B, let/ e I and TVj, an open interval containing y such that

/„^Oon Ny. This can be done since y $ A.

There are three situations to consider at the endpoints u and v.

(LI) There exists/, eT of minimal noninfinite order or/(u), or w= — oo and/u

is nonzero in a neighborhood (—oo, w).

(L2) oo^inf/ei {or/(u)} = a, and no/e I has or/(u) = a.

(L3) or/(M) = ooforall/eT.

(Rl), (R2), and (R3) are the symmetrical statements for v and oJ(v).

Lemma 2.' Either I is cyclic or I=(JF=0 giR, where (gtlgi+i)# is continuous on

[u, v] and equal to zero at at least one endpoint.

Proof. Case (i). Assume (LI) and (Rl) hold. Let Nu (Nv) be half open intervals

with left endpoint u (right endpoint v) such that /u^0onNu — {«} (/^0 on Nv — {v})

and /j/u (///) is continuous for all /el. {Nz \ z e [u, v]} is an open cover of the

compact set [u, v\. Hence one may extract a finite subcover, say

{Nm\ 1 ï i^m,z(i) <z(i+l)}.

By using smaller or fewer intervals if necessary, one may assume z(i) $ N#n if

/#/ Let (ah bi) be a subinterval of Nzm n Nz(i+i-,. Let hf be 1 on [Z»4_i, a(] and

linear to zero on [ai_1, ¿»¡_i] and [ah b¡]. (The modifications at z'=l and m are

obvious.) Let/=2r=i (—l)v(<)/z«)«f» where v{i) is selected so that

(    1J 7¿<í>7z(i+i) = o

on(z(i),z(i+1)). Then/eTand/_1[0] = ^. Moreover, for all g e 7, g//is continuous

at each zero of/ so g=/(gj/)# e/R and 7 is cyclic.

Case (ii). If (Rl) or (LI) holds, define fk) and N{k) or/?> and Nik) as in Case (i).

If (L3) ((R3)) holds, let {wt} be a sequence decreasing monotonically to u ({w'¡}
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increasing monotonically to v). Let yV£fc) = [u, wk), fk) = 0 (N(vk) = (w'k, v], /<,w=0).

If (L2) ((R2)) holds, let/?' have right order <* + l/(2/c+l) at u (otfk\v) = a' +

l/(2/c+l)) and let/<*V0 on yV^-MC/^/O on Kk)-{v}). Patch up flk) from

these intervals exactly as / was obtained in Case (i), making sure the patching

intervals (ax, ¿i) and (am-x, om-i) lie between wk+1 and wk and between w'k and

w'k+1 respectively if (L3) or (R3) holds.

Let gel. In case (L2) or (R2) holds, some fm has orfik)(u)<org(u).and/or fa)

has o,fU)(v)<Oig(v). In case (L3) or (R3), g=0 on [zz, wk] or [w'¡, v]. In any case,

taking «z = the larger of y and k, we get gefim)R. Hence I={Jk = ofik)R, and

(f™lfk+1})# is defined and equal to zero at u if (L2) or (L3) holds or at v if (R2) or

(R3) holds.

Lemma 3. Let J be an ideal of the form Ui°= o g>R, where there exists a continuous

function gilgi+x which is equal to zero on any interval where g, is. Then J has dimension

ál.

Proof. Let F be a free F-module with basis {bk \ k e w), and let cp:F^-J,

4>(bk)=gk. Clearly

ker(<P)^Z(bi-*f)R = K.
}<k \ Bk  I

Let <Kr) = 0, where r=^0bkfk. Set i=2i?=o (bk-bm+xgklgm+1)A- Then seK

and r-s=bm+1Ç^=0fkgklgm+x) eker (<p). Hence (2i?=o/:£fc/Sm+i)gm+i = 0. Since

2k=oAgklgm+i is zero whenever gm+1 is by hypothesis, 2k=o/A/gm+i=0 and

K=ker ((/>). Since

\     gk i   h=j\     gh+i igh

K=J,k = o(bk-bk+igklgk+x)R-  Moreover,  in any sum  lZ=,(bk-bk+xgklgk+x)fk

where/t^O, one basis element of F, namely b}, occurs with nonzero coefficient.

Hence {bk-bk+xgk¡gk+x I k e a»} is a free basis for ker (<f>).

We observe that / has weak dimension 0, since

F=2(bk-^MR©   I   bkR
fc=0\ gk+l   I fc=n+l

implies any finitely generated submodule of ker (cf>) is left fixed by some map from

F to ker (<f>).

Theorem 1. F has global dimension 3.

Proof. By the Global Dimension Theorem of [1], it is sufficient to show that every

ideal / has dimension ^ 2, and at least one has dimension 2.

If / is cyclic, say /=/F, let

0^(0:/)->F^/F-^0
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be exact, where F ->/F takes 1 to/ Clearly every x¡(0:/) satisfies (L2) or (R2) at

all finite endpoints, so by Lemma 2, x¡(0;/) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3.

Hence/F has dimension at most 2. Moreover, if or/(x) = oo # o¡/{x) then in the

localization of F at x, (0:/) is a nonzero module annihilated by/^0 which is in the

maximal ideal of the localization. Since projective modules over a local ring are

free, the localization of (0:/) is not projective over the localization of F. Hence

(0:/) is not F-projective, and hd (/F) = 2.

Lemma 3 also gives the required result when each y/ satisfies (L2) or (L3) and

(R2) or (R3) at the appropriate endpoint.

We are left with the case where xJ satisfies (LI) or (Rl) at a finite endpoint,

but not both. As in Lemma 2, y¡7is a countable union of/mR, where ifik)l/k+1))#

is a nonzero constant on one of ( —oo, u] or [v, oo), say the former. Define F, </>, {bk}

and F as in Lemma 3. Since

ifiMi/h+i)n/(ni/Mr = i/wi/h+i}r

is still valid in this case (the indicated functions are completely determined by their

values on (u, v)),

K = ®(bk-bk+1(f^i/k^y)R

follows exactly as in Lemma 3, but it is no longer true that F=ker (<f>). Indeed, for

r e Ker ((/>), all we can conclude from the proof of Lemma 3 is that there exists an

s e K with r-s = bm+ig for some g where g = 0 on [u, oo). Then

(b0-bm+i(fmj/m + iy)g = b0g-bm+icg

where c is a nonzero constant, so bm+ig e K+b0J, where J is the ideal of functions

of F which vanish on [u, oo). Hence ker (4>) = K+bQJ. Since no nonzero element ofj

annihilates any (fmj/k + 1))#, one checks that Fn¿>0/=0 so the sum is direct.

Since F is projective and/ is (R2) at its only boundary point of A, hd (J) = 1. Thus

XjT also has dimension =2 in this case.

We note that any localization of F at the ideal of all functions vanishing at a

given point will be a commutative local ring with global dimension = 3 and zero

divisors. Moreover, by the observation at the end of Lemma 3, any ideal of F

has weak dimension at most 1, and since/FM cannot be flat if/ is a zero divisor

in the local ring RM, any localization of F at a point will have weak global di-

mension = 2.

2. The full ring of continuous functions C{R). Lemma 3 looks very much like

the first step in the projective resolution of [5]. Indeed, it is.

Let / g e C(R). We say />g if there exists a function /~1g e C(R) such that

/if~1g)=g and/-1g=0 whenever g=0. An ideal 7 is called directed if for all

/gel there is an « e 7 with « >/and h > g. In Lemma 3, the proof that F= ker ($)

clearly also shows that Fr is exact at P0(7') in [5, 3.1], where 7' is any set of gener-

ators for a directed ideal. Since/>,§•>« => (/~1g)(g~1h)=/~1h, the remainder of
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the proof in [5] goes through to show that F¡. is a projective resolution of/. Hence

we may use the results of [5] for directed ideals of C(R).

Let X^R. Let

Mx = {/e C(R) \f(x) = 0 for all/e X),

M'x = {feMx\ f(x) = 0 => x e closure of X}.

M'x generates Mx, since d(x) = distance ofx from the closure of X is a well-defined

element of M'x, and /e AT* =>/e (d+ |/|1/2)C(F) where d+ \f\112 e M'x.

Proposition 1. If 0 ^ X is not dense, then hd (Mx) ̂  2.

Proof. Let {g¡ | z e îo}ç_M'x. Set «?¡(x) = max {g¡(x), 1}. Then

«(x) = |^kiWI
1/2

eyV/C

and /z>gi for all i. By 7.1 of [5], if hd (Afx) = 1, there is a directed ideal /generated

by a countable subset of M'x with hd (/)=0.

Let x belong to the boundary of the closure of X. Localize C(R) at x. Then / is

still a strictly ascending union of cyclic modules over the localization. But any

element in a free basis for / cannot be properly contained in another cyclic module

since it is not divisible by an element of the radical. Hence the localization of / is

not projective. (See [4, Lemma 6].)

We thus conclude hd (Mx)^2.

Corollary 1. Let f be a zero divisor of C(R). Then hd (/C(F))^3.

Proof. (0:/) = Mx, where X={xe R |/(x)^0} and 0^ (0:/)^ C(R)^fC(R)

-> 0 is exact. Moreover, X is not empty and not dense.

Corollary 2. The continuum hypothesis implies hd (Mx) = 2 if 0 ^ X is not

dense, and hd (fC(R)) = 3for any zero divisor f

Proof. Since elements of C(R) are determined by their values on the rationals,

C(R) has cardinality (2i*o)«o. Hence the continuum hypothesis implies Mx is

Xi-generated, so by [5, A.2] hd (Afx) = 2. Since (0:/) is an Mx, hd (/C(F))^3.

In the ring F of §1, it is easy to see that any finitely generated ideal is a direct sum

of cyclics, since (L2), (L3), (R2) and (R3) require an ideal to be infinitely generated

at a point. There is no such nice decomposition of finitely generated ideals of C(R).

(For example, look at the ideal generated by x sin 1/x and x cos 1/x.) However, the

continuum hypothesis can be used to get an upper bound on the dimension of an

ideal generated by two elements.

Proposition 2. Let fige C(R). Then the continuum hypothesis implies

hd(fC(R)+gC(R))íA.
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Proof. We have an exact sequence

0 -* gC(R) -+/C(R)+gC(R) ^/C(R)j/C(R) n gC(R) -> 0.

By Corollary 2, hd (gC{R)) and hd (/C(R)) are either 0 or 3. Hence if

hd (JC(R) n gC(R)) ï 3,

the result will follow by Theorem 1.2 of [2].

Let

A = {x e F | there exists a neighborhood N of x such that either /¡g or gj/

is continuous on N}.

Then A is open, say A = lj¡ ("i, *>¡) where {(ut, vt)} are disjoint open intervals

and /(x)=g(x)=0 for all xeF-,4. Let xe A,/(x)¿0, g(x)¿0. Let (-1); =

/(x)g(x)/|/(x)g(x)|. Let Nx be a maximal open interval containing x on which /¡g

does not change sign. Let

k'(y)=/(y), \ñy)\í\g(y)\,ycNx,

= i-iYgiy),     \giy)\<\ñy)\,ycNx.

The Nx are either disjoint, coincide, or intersect on an interval where/=0=g, so

A' is a well-defined function continuous on each Nx.

Select some NX = I0, and let A: = A:' on 70. Assume the open interval Ie and a

function kß on Iß defined for all ß<a such that TflsTy and Ay extends kß for all

ß<y; Ny n 7fl# 0 => NyS.Iß => k= ±k' on A7,,; and if k=/{or g) on some portion

of Ny^Iß and -/(or — g) on Nx^Ie, then//g (or gj/) = 0 somewhere between iV*

and JVj,. If a is a limit ordinal, Ia={J$<aIe has the required properties. lfa=ß+l,

let Ie = (a, b). lfa^ut (or b^v{), then/¡g or gl/=0 at a (or 6), say the former. Since

//g is continuous at a (or è), \gj/\ > 1 in some neighborhood Ma of a. Intervals

where/=0=g cause no problem, as each Ny^(u¡, v¡) contains a point where/^0

unless/=0=g on (w¡, Vi). Hence any Ny^Iß n Ma has k=/or k= —/on JV¡,. For

any JV¡, with A^ n Ma^ 0, let A- = (— 1)'A:', where _/ is selected so that k=/ or

A= —/on Aia. The construction for g//{a) = 0 or b^v¡ is symmetrical. Let 7a = the

smallest open interval containing Iß and all #„ with Ny n Mb^ 0 or Ny C\ Ma^ 0,

and let A(x) = 0 for all xeIß,x$Ny for any y e T5. By this procedure we eventually

get an 7a = (w¡, vt) (indeed for some countable ordinal a), and k defined on (u¡, vt).

Do this for each /, and let k=0 on R — A.

Let

Xf = {x e R | no s e C(R) has k = /s in a neighborhood of x},

Xg = {xe R\no se C(R) has A = gs in a neighborhood of x},

X = X, u AT,.

We will show/C(F) n gC(R)=kMx.
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Let m e Mx, xe R. Since/ g and//g, gifare all continuous whenever denomina-

tors are nonzero, k Ifand k\g are bounded in a neighborhood ofx. If one of them is

not (or cannot be made) continuous at x, then x e X, so m is zero at x and

lim m(kf)(y) = lim m(k¡g)(y) = 0
y-*X y~.X

= the value of the corresponding function at x.

If/c//and k/g are continuous at x, so too is mkIf and m/c/g. Hence

/cMx S /C(F) n gC(R).

Let fr=gs, r,se C(R). Let F = {x e F | /c(x)^0}. Then

(frlk)(x) = ±r(x)       xeD and |/(x)| fk \g(x)\,

= ±s(x)       x e F» and |/(x)| > |g(x)|.

Let b e the closure of D. Assume r(b)^=0, say r(b)>0. Then there exists a neigh-

borhood of yV of b on which r > 0. Let {a¡\ i e œ}^ D n Nbeany sequence approach-

ing b. Then lim,.,«, f(a,)lg(ax) = s(b)¡r(b). If \s(b)¡r(b)\ > 1, then \f/g\ > 1 on some

neighborhood M of 6 with AfçyV. Then (frlk)(ai) = s(ai) (or — s(at)) on M n {aj,

so Iim^. (fr¡k)(a¿ = s(b) (or -5(0)). If |í(¿>)/r(¿)| < 1, lim^ (fr¡k)(a¿ = ± r(b). If

r(b)=s(b) (or -j(o)), then /3 e yVf, and limai_c0///c(ai) = l or —1, so

lim frlk(at)= ±r(b).

Hence if r(b)^0, lim^a, (fr¡k)(a¿) depends only on b, and not on {a, | ieoj}. By

symmetry, if s(b)=£0, lim,_-M (/r//c)(a¡) is independent of {a¡ \ z'ecu}. Clearly if

r(b)=s(b)=0, limi_00 (fr¡k)(a¡) = 0. Hence fr/k may be extended to a continuous

function on the closure of D. This in turn may be extended to a function « in C(R).

Moreover, since hk=fr=gs, h(x) must be zero whenever xeX. Hence heMx,

so fr e kMx.

Since 0 -*■ MA -* Mx -> kMx -> 0 is exact and MA and Mx have dimension

at most 2, kMx=fC(R) n g(C(R)) has dimension at most 3. Hence

hd(fC(R)+gC(R))^A.

We note that if A'^the boundary of the interior of R — A, then MA is a direct

summand of Mx and /cMx has dimension 2, so

hd (fC(R)/kMx) = 3 = hd (/C(F)+gC(F)).

For example, hd ([x sin (l/x)]C(F) + [x cos (l/x)]C(F)) = 3.

However, kMx may have dimension 3, in which case no further information is

obtainable about hd (fC(R)+gC(R)) by this method. For example, let

f(x) = x, g(x) = 0 x e (-00, 0],

f(x) = x sin (1/x), g(x) = x x e [0, 1/2],

f(x) = (1 -x) sin 2, g(x) = 1 -x x e [1/2, 1],

f(x) = 0,g(x) = 0 xe[l,co).
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Then X={0}, and kMx corresponds to the (Rl) but not (LI) case of Theorem 1.

If we take a set of generators of kMx, say {/«}, with an element/0C(F)ç/aC(F) for

all a, precisely as in Theorem 1 we get a free module F= © baC(R) and an epic

<f>: F-> kMx such that

ker {</,) = 2 (K-bß{/aj/ß)#)C(R) ® M/(—,u.

Then hd (ker (<f>)) £ hd (Mc_ «,,„) £ 2, so hd (A;A7X) ^ 3.

Finally, we note that if the results of this section could be generalized to any

finitely generated ideal of C{R), that is, if there were a k e w such that

hd (f/»<?(«)) = *

for any finite set {/} of elements of C(R), then by Proposition 3 of [1], any Nr

generated ideal would have dimension at most A+ 2, and the continuum hypothesis

would imply C(R) has finite global dimension.
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